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  INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation.

PARTS LIST
1  Speed Grille Section 1     Instruction Sheet 8         Installation Clips # 71098
1     Care For Grilles 1  Street Scene Emblem 7         Installation Clips # 71099

2         Large Diameter Washers

TOOL LIST
    Basic Tool Set, Saw To Cut Grille - IE Saber Saw, Jig Saw, Or Hack Saw Blade, Flat Blade Screwdriver,
                                       Masking Tape, Sand Paper, Flat Black Spray Paint
  1.   Remove the Grille Shell from vehicle. It is attached to the bumper cover on the bottom side with push on
        clips and fasteners on the top side. Refer to Ford manual for detail instructions if needed.
  2.   Mask off the chrome ring on grill shell to protect it from getting scratched.
  3.   Carefully cut out all the horizontal and vertical grids. Be careful not to cut into the shell. Sand the cut 
        perimeter smooth.
  4.   Mask off chrome ring and outside area of grille shell and paint the sanded area.
  5.   Install the " Speed Grille " into the grille shell from the front side.
  6.   Set on a soft covered bench or table. Attach the top side first using the eight longer attaching clips. Fasten
        at each end and at every other tab across the top.
  7.   Attach the bottom side using five of the shorter clips. Clip at center and at each spot adjacent from the
        chrome tabs protruding through. Using the two remaining clips attach the side of Speed Grille at the 
        center adjacent to the chrome tabs. ( NOTE: When installing the  shorter clips use a flat blade 
        screwdriver to aid in installing, by gently lifting the tab. DO not over stretch the clip.
  8.   If you would like to install the " FORD " emblem, center it in Speed Grille and attach using the washers
        provided and the original nuts.
  9.   Re-install grille shell into vehicle.
10.   Install the S/S emblem to the right lower corner of Speed Grille. Remove the protective cover.

TYPICAL CLIP INSTALLATION

THE SPEED GRILLE™ may be covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents: D427,119,D425,834,D421,585,D420,
961,D420,960,D420,959, and D420,958 may be covered by one or more pending U.S. Patent applications.
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